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An Analysis of Negative politeness Strategies
In Eugene lonesco's The Lesson

Lecturer Raja'a Mardan F,layih
College of Education/University of Al-Qadissiya

Abstract

A native speaker of a language uses certain strategies in order to maintain norms and
principles that form part of social interaction.' Sileaking in a polite rnanner involves being
aware of the effect a particular illocutionary force has as well as aggravating or mitigating this
force by applying a suitable degree of modification. one of these degrees of modification is
Prrliteness 'Being polite means to be a considerate conversational partner. In terms of
negative politeness, being polite means to choose the right words to express a comm'nicative
goal, which rnight be felt as fuce-threatening for the addressee such as refusal, disagreement
or criticism in order to avoid a potential conflict and hence to maintain harmony in
interaction, which is' generally, considered as highly desirable. The aim of this study is to
present an analysis and explication of the negative politeness strategies whose main effect is
to mitigate feelings of interference and imposition. Certain texts from Eugene Ionesco,s Ifte
Lesson are selected for the sake of the analysis.

1"1 The Notions of politeness anrt Face

[Politeness has no specific meaning or definition, but it is recognized by its linguistic
strategies' Politeness strategies are designed to "maintain or promote harmonious social
relations" and "it comes about when one indicates concern to support someone else,s
fbce"(Culpeper, i998: 85). The ultimate aim of politeness is to make all participants in a
conversation as relaxed and as comfortable with each other as possible (Hei, Z00g:l2I).
Lakoff (1990:34) defines politeness as "a means of minimizing confrontation in discourse,,.
Prrliteness, on the other hand, plays apart in maintaining order in communication by adhering
ta'the socio-cultural norrns of relating communication to social order. This goes hand in hand
with "the concept of politeness as governed by socio-culturally specific noffns of linguistic
behavior"(Pillai, 2008 :3) .
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Central to the explication of p ve social value a

person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a
particular contact (Goffrnan,l967:5).In other words, face is '-the emorional and social sense
of self that everyone has and expects everyone erse to recognize- (yule, rg96a:134). Thus,
everybody has face wants - defined as the expectations a p€rson bas that his public self-irnage
will be respected (Yule, 1996b: 130). In this regard- politeness principle has a dual goal:
acting efliciently together with other people and crearirg and maintaining social
relationships(Babatunde and Adedirneji,20A0..4).

Brown and Levinson(l987:60) divide this notion inro rno subcaregories of negative face
and positive face. They first redefine face as 'the pubric self-image rhat every member wants
to claim for himself , and state that negative face is 'the basic gleim to territories, personal
preserver sights to non-distraction- i. e. to freedom of rtion md fieedom from imposition,
and that positive face is 'the positive consistenr sef-imag€ or 'personality,,( 

crueially
including the desire that this self-image be apprecimed od 4proved of claimed by
inlieractants'.In summary, negative face-wants is rhe sar of cr'<1- 'competent 

adult member,,
thril his actions be unimpeded by others' and positive nce-rxats is ,the want of every
member that his wants be desirable to' at least som o$ers'( Roberts,lggl:2g9). These
conoepts lead to negative politeness and positile polirarrpss ntich are employed to satisfy
such face wants

In their universal politeness theory. Bror*l ard. l-etinsoa (19g7: 69) suggest five
possible strategies to alleviate face tbreatening acts (FTAi d these strategies can be
ordered in terms of the extent to which thel' ftreaeu fu hEreds face. other things being
equal, then, the strategies can be ordered from mosr ro leasr as follows: the riskiest
one being'without redressive action, baldly and fte safes'sruifu':
(l) Without redressive action, baldly:

the most direct, clear, unambiguous and concis€ na1- of cur-e1ing tire communicative act.
(2) Positive politeness:

stnategies that orient towards the hearels positir-e froe d
(3) Negative politeness:

strategies that orient towards the hearer's negatir-e frc€ oe€ds-
(4) Off-record:

strategies that allow more than one justifiable imerprereirn of 6e acr
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(-ii Avoidance:

the ar is rot Frrormed-

Tb ri:kier rire speaker perceives the FTA to be, the higher the

utmber of the $rategy heishe will want to choose ( Brown and Levinson I9B7: 59). Each of
the above smaregies consists of several subordinate strategies.

Accord,ing to Brown and Levinson (1978:134), when people think of politeness they
u-<ua1!1'come up *'ith things that belong to the category of negative politeness strategies. The
reason for this is that negative politeness can be described as respectful behaviour and rituals
oi avoidance. ln other words, the speaker acts as if the hearer was more powerfrrl than him
and he has to use indirectness and be politely pessimistic.

1.2 Negative Politeness Strategies

Negative politeness strategies are characterized as expressions of, restraint, fonnality, and
distancing. Brown and Lerrinson(Lg97: l2g)

rate negative politeness as more polite (i.e. more face-redressive) than positive politeness and
funhermore allow for the possibility of being 'too polite'. Negative politeness is redressive
action addressed to the addressee's negative face: his want to have his freedom of action
unhindered and his attention unimpeded. It performs the function of minimizing the particular
imposition that the FTA unavsidably effects.

Brou'n and Levinson (ibid.:93) note that the greater a. speaker's use of negative politeness

stategies, the more effectively s/he cornmunicates a desire to impose minimally on the
addressee . To Leech (1983: 83-84) (who offers us a rather circular definition), "negative
politeness...consists in minirnizing the impoliteness of impolite illocutions".

The superstrategy of negative politeness is marked by a strong tension, which is created
b1' rw'o contradicting wants: that of desiring to go on record and coming rapidly to the point

on the one hand, and that of giving negative-face redress on the other. This common situation
consists of a balance between different mechanisms that will be next seen ( Cano, Roca and
Sorri,2005:22).

Negative politeness strategies which result in molli$'ing the force of an utterance can be
outlined @rown and Levinson i987: 129 ) as follows:

l.Be indirect

Strategy.* l: Being conventionally indirect

Vol.16 No.4 2fr13Journal of Al-Qadisiya University
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oo2, Don,t presume/a

Stnategy 2: euestioning, hedge
3. Donrt coerce the hearer

Stnategy 3: Being pessimistic

Strategy 4: Minimizing the imposition :
Strategy 5: Giving deference

4'Commrunicate the speaker's want not to impinge on the hearer
Strategy 6: Apologizing

Strategy 7: Impersonaiizing speaker (S) and hearer (I!
Strategy 8: Stating the FTA as a general rule
Strrategy 9: Nominal izatian

S.Redress other wants of the hearer
strategy 10: Going on record and incurring a debt. or as nor indebting H

These strategies can be explicated as follc*.s:
l. Be indirect

Negative politeness eqioins both on record deli'en-aed redress of an FTA. Normally the
situation is saved by agreeing between being direct and mt coercing the hearer, there has to
be a balance between clarity
and non-coerciveness 'a compromise which is reachac in th.e h1-brid sirategy of conventional
in<lirectness.( Blum-Kulka , I 9g7: I 3 9 )
Stratery 1l Being conventionally indirect

In this strategy a speaker is faced *ith rh€ arorccendoned opposing tensions.
conventional indirectness resolves the dilemcra crearal bl" fu speaker,s desire to go on
record and yet to give the hearer an 'out' bl' berng indjrecr . In everyday discourse, such
compromise is expressed by the 'se of phrases ard sentences that ,,have contextually
unambiguous meanings", which means tha.rhe ur.'anc€ goes on record, and the speaker
inrlicates his desire to have gone off record" lBrour anJ Lerinso n 1gg7:132). The elemental
devices which provide conventionai indirectness are ,odre.: speech acts (Lores,r99g:103) .
The clegree of politeness expressed by indrect speech c?n b caiibrated by the compounding
of hedges' indirectness and particles such as 'pla='. *r:ch ircrease the negative politeness
of expressions 'Thus, forms such as 'could 

1'ou pars lne salrl'. u.ould you pass the salt?,, an

Journal of Al-eadisiya Universiq- (1g \-o1.16 No.4 Z0I3
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bald irnperative 'pass the salt', which is the least polite of all (Hobbs,2003:255).

Being indirect in saying what you rnean apparently violates maxims of Grice,s
cooperative Principle , because speaker's utterance seems to be less informativQ, less clear,
less truthful, and/or less relevant than it could be as a way of conveying speaker,s understood
intention: e'g' I wonder dyou'd mind carrying this tray? (Thiiis an'indirect request, meaning
mughly the same as'carry this tray'. Indirectness is by no,means always motivated by
politeness (i'e' the goal of observing the. Politeness principle) . In this case, a speaker,s
indirectness is explained as an attempt to offer hearer a more favorable deal: i.e., more
freedom of choice regarding the action the speaker is requesting(Leech,2005:g).

It is clear that indirectness is a deliberate attempt to camouflage whatever is unpleasant by
mere rhetoric' A very pervasive phenomenon that manifests indirectness is perhaps the
question form which is a device developed to express regpestqand.qther directives and which
cannot be interpreted without knowledge of the .onVitioi* or'ilnt<irrg the form with the
message' The development of the interrogative form:ip English is reflective of the deep-
rooted habit of acknowledging possible difference betwden individual points of view. The
preference for whimperatives over imperatives or the non-offending,form over the offending
form is an outcome of the desire to be or appears to be polite. Thus what one
conversationally implicates depends not only on what one says but also on what one mieht
have said but did not say(pinke1Z}AT:,441).

Indirectness is a distance-building device. Considerations of politeness force people to
beat about the bush; not saying what is on one's mind is a communicative device. Indirectness
sometimes creates a divided illocution in the sense that one utterance may have the likelihood
of being interpreted in two or rnore different *ays by two or more addressees because the
relation between the speaker and the addressee and the amounts of shared knowledge between
them can never be identical(patil, 1994:154).

2. I)ontt presume/assume

The main feature of "Don't presume/assume" category is to carefully avoid presuming or
assuming anything involving the addressee. Due to this approach, the addresser keeps the
IEcessary distance from the addressee, 'oavoiding presumptions about the addressee. his

on

such

Iy
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wants, what is relevant or interesting or worthy of his
r44).

Strategy 2: Hedging

Willamova (2005:80 ) introduces hedging devices, -ore of the means through whic
linguistic politeness can be manifested", as one of rbe nrbgrorry of pragniatic markers, tf
function of which is "to soften the propositional contcm bf'tbe message". In other word
hedges are those pragmatic markers wtich *altenude (*caken) the strength of an utterance
(ibid.: 8l). Good examples are expressions strch as plarc, kindly, perhaps, maybe n b
any chance, bY no nneans and as it were . Whilst these phrases frequentiy supply no extr
information, they do fi:nction as mitigation markers, making more tentative the assumption
and commitments implicit in the FTA(Winardi,20l l:90).

Hedges are also achieved through the use of hypothetical modal verbs such as ,could
'would', 'might' and 'should'. The use of modals denotes tentativeness and lack c
commitment. It could be argued that the frequent use of modals in English provides it
speakers with a detachment device which enables them to distance themselves from th
requestive act by means of the form's inherent pragmatic ambiguity. Other ways of achievinl
hedges inslude deliberate mumbling and hesitations, and the use of particles such as .ahh'
'umrn' and 'er', not to mention non-verbal strategies such as averted eyes or a lowerer
head(Reiter,2008:5).

Hedging is effectively used to hide some negative id.eas in the presence of another part;
without letting the laffer suspect anyttring. Hedges are geaerally used to produce the effect o
interposing the speaker's opinion between the propositional content and the addressee'r
assessment (Thorat, 20AA:7 3).

Lakoff(1977:28) classifies hedges into two groups: lErdcal hedges and sentential hedges.
l- It's all kind affitwry, isn't it?"

2- I thtnk everyone knows they are unhappy.

The lexical hedge in i mitigates the single adjectivat ledcal item'funny'whereas the hedge
in 2 mitigates the speech act as a whole.

An important point about hedging is that the more elaborate the hedging and the more
hesitant the delivery of the utterance, the politer it will seem:

3- I wonder if'he brought it here.

Journal of Al-Qadisiya university ( 22 I voll6 No. 4 20tg
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the thing requested:

4- Is it possible to lend him a few books?;
The question tag pretends to seek the hearer's permission as in:
5- You are coming with us, aren't you?

The tag indicates that the speaker is conceding to the addressee the option of refusal (Thorat,
2000:73).

But-clauses also function as hedges, they attenuate the propositional content of the
utterance by providing an explanation of the speaker's motives for carrying out a face-
threatening act(Wilamo v6,2AA 5 :87) example:
6-I know you don't rike it, but I felt it was my duty to inform you.
7- what you are saying is right, but what I say is that he is your friend.
8- Well, you are completely right, but we all make mistakes.
These but- clauses are strategies of verbal defensiveness. The speakers of the utteranceshave
different goals of softening encroachrnent as in (6) disagreement (7) or advice (g). The but-
clause is a strategy for obtaining these goals. People need to guard themselves from appearing
rude as they wear clothes to protect them'from the cold. utterances 7 andg are prone to be
interpreted as criticisms of the addressee. The but- clauses are cofirments about the speech
acts which follow them. They are implicit directions given to the addressee as to how they
should interpret the speech. In a sense they admonish the addressee to suspend any negative
impressions of the speaker which they might otherwise have rnade on the basis of the
zubsequent speech acts. They are clues provided to the addressees about the speaker,s
intention as to how the speech acts ar.e to be perceived .

certain usages convey hedged performatives. Fledged performatives are speaker-
orientated markers which merely comment on the speech acts that immediately follow. In that
respect they can be called 'introductory' such as: I (iust) want to hrnw, I must ask, I,ll (iust)
say one thing, I 6us0 wanted to apologize, I'm inclined to agree or I,m curiaus to k,ow.
These markers most frequently hedge face'threatening acts such as requests, suggestions,
ryologies etc' They contribute towards a higher degree of politeness in several ways. Firstly,
using Leech's term (1983), aratio obliqua hedges the propositional content of the message,
c/hich would otherwise sound too 'obaxe" and hence less polite. secondly, they serve as a

Journal of Al-Qadisiya University Vol.16 No. 4 2A13
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linguistic means which signals ttre speatcer hearer timr
adjust and shape hislher answer (Wilamov6,2005:89 ).
g.There's something I must ask you, I just wqnt to lonw how you manage to reconcile lir
Iike a millionaire with being a Marxist.

Cano, Roca and Sorri(2005:25) state that there a.e'c"rtain hedges which are oriente<
the conversational maxims. The quality hedge may suggest that the speaker is not taking
responsibility for the truth of his uttemnce:" I thinh" ,But for all I know"o "I am not sure',
guess", "I suppose", "They soyrr,: "ft seems to me". Quantity hedges suggest that not as m.
or not as precise information is provided as migbt be expected such as,, more or less',,
some extent" and "may be":

l0- He was blind, wasn't he?
- May be
A topic change might be a kind of imposition on the addressee's face, and hedges such as 'i

way' signal the change and soften.the imposition by expressing an apologetic tone.
I l. Anyway, will you do it for me?

3. Dontt coerce the hearer

The tension between the w-ant to be direct and to give face to the hearer has given r
to two compromise strategies: (a) be conventionally indirect and (b) avoid presuming w
the hearer wishes. Now the third and the fourth strdegies derive from the supposition that r
hearer will not feel like taking part in the speaker's pnoposal or desire to accept his offer
promise. In such cases the speaker will have to make it easy for the addressee to opt out t
being pessimistic or, when it is impossible for the speaker to do so, at least try to (4) minimi
the imposition or state that the coercion is minimal by (5) gving deference ( Cano, Roca a
Soni,2005:25).

sfrategy 3: Being pessimistic

This strategy draws attention to the speaker's doutt about the success of an FTA. Su
'polite pessimism' is often encoded in indirect rcquess with negated probability:

l2.I don't suppose I could hand this in on Friday.

13. Perhaps you could take this now.

It is worth noting the superficial indirectness of these forms with respect to tl
particular task requested. The following example, Len literally, is actually a stareme
concerning the addressee's inability to lend the goods in question@are5ova ,2008:52)

Journal of Al-Qadisiya University Vol.16 No.4 2013
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14. You couldn't possibly lend me your roA

According to Brown and I evinson (1978: 179), negative-interrogatives encode polite
pessimism. The same could be said about conditional constructions. By using the negative
and the conditional the speaker makes it easier for the addressee to refi.rse and thus there is
less risk of loss of face.

15. 'I don't suppose there wouid be any remote chance for a riice quiet date?,
Strategy 4: Minimizing the Imposition

By adopting this strategy, speakers suggest that the intrinsic seriousness of the imposition
is not great. This can be achieved by a number of expressions, all of which attempt to
minimize the potential threat to the addressee. In the following examples, the emphasized
items fulfill such a function.

16. Could youjust extend the thing for a couple af days.
17. Could I boruow a tiny wee bit of paper.

In fact, this particular negative politeness strategy is one often employed by vagrants in their
requests for money from strangers. In a recent personal encounter, the (successful) opening
gambit goes as follows:

I 8. Would you. . . ah. . .j ust a coupie of pence, sir. . .
Here the intended imposition is minimized so that the threat to the negative face of the

addressee is reduced. Of course, the speaker in this case would have probably been offended
to receive the actual amount specified in the request (Cano, Roca and Soni,2005:25).

Strategy 5: Giving Deference

Gving deference means showing respect in the language (Kuntsi, Z1e37).Deference
is often communicated by honorilics, i.e. terms of address which reflect the relative social
stafus of the participants in iuteraction ( Fukada and Asato,20A4:D94,t. The use of .sir, in
exarnple (18) above is a good illustration of this. However, deference may also extend to
humbling one's sel{ capacities and possessions:

19. I'm ashamed to have to ask you this favour.
(Humbling one's selfl

20. It's not much of a meal, but it'll fill our stomachs.
(Humbling one's capacities)

21. We could all go in my rust mobile.

Vol.16 No.4 2013
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Ide (1989: 239) aryues that Brown and Levinson categorize'honorifics into one of the
negative politeness strategies, 'give deference,' and that by doing so they mixed up linguistic
forms and verbal strategies, which differ in both their motives and their means.
4.communicate the speaker's want not to impinge on the hearer

A way to satisfy the hearer's negative face demands indicates that the speaker is
aware of them, that the infringement of his tenitory is recognized and undertaken unwillingly.
There are two basic ways to do so: by (1) apoloeizing or (2) conveying reluctance to impose
on the hearer(Cano, Roca and Sorri,2005:26) . The latter gives way to strategies 7 through 9.

Strategy 6 : Apologizing

An apology is a social act that is aimed at maintaining good relations between the
speaker and the addressee. To apologize is to act politely, both in the vemacular sense and in
the more technical sense of attending to the addressee's face needs (Holmes, ;p19A: $6-^7).
One way of attending to the addressee's face needs is for the speaker to indicate that s/he is
aware of them and is taking them into :rccolf,lt in communicating the potentially face-
tlreatening act by apologizing for the impingemenr

(Brown and Levinson, 1987: l8!. Brona ad l-erinson's Politeness Model regards
apologies as o'negative politeness srdegies- in rhat the-v- convey respect, deference, and
distance rather than friendliness and invohmerr \egrive politeness is an avoidance-based.
on-record strategy of self-effacemenr and resnaig s-agn€ri009:23).

By apologizing for performing a FTa a speaker cao communicate reluctance to
irnpinge on the hearer's negarirc fice. Sereby partially redressing that
impingement(ogiermann,2009:57).In frct Brustr ed I-evinson (cited in Cano, Roca and
Soni (2005:26) ) identig four snrb bcre_ Tk are:
(i) admit the impingement

22. I know this is a bore but. .. I'd like to a* 1rrr e tig favour...
(ii) indicate reluctance

23. I don't u'ant to intrude... I hrte to bare o ast rou this...

(iii) give overwhelming reasons

Here, the speaker clairns competting rulrns for perfomring the FTA, implying that he
norrnally would not even consider iryinging oa rhp hea€r

Journal of Al-Qadisiya univcrdtr ! ?s 
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me with this?

beg forgiveness

25. Please forgive me if... Excuse me, but... Sorry, but...
The negative politeness strategy of 'ritual self-deprebation, (Tannen, 1994: 5l)

ves taking blame in order to avoid implying that the addrissee is at fault.
7: Impersonalizing S and H

hnpersonalization is one way to'odisseciate s, H from the particular
(Brown and Levinson 1987: 190) . Frequently this involves the ornission of the

I andyou' For example, the sequenie 'It would be desirable...' might be substituted
frtre more personal 'I want...'. Passive and circumstantial voices are the most usual ways

F rglish to avoid reference of agents involved in an FTA(Lores,l99g:103):
Itis expected (for oI expect that...)

on the other hand, a plural form might be used to convey impersonal ization as in .We

to inform you...'. Replacement of the pronouns 'I' and .you, by indefinites may welr
the aim of minimizing an FTA( Svarov4200g:15):

. One shouldn't do things like that. (you shouldn,t)
ftetegr 8: Stnting the FTA as a general rule

A way for the speaker to dissociate himself ftom an FTA or an impingement is
anmunicating the FTA as a general social rule, regulation or obligation:
2L soldiers are to wear night dress for tonight's dinner (you must...)
d

Al. Passengers w:ill please refrain from... (you wiil...)
t

ftis way the speaker claims not to be imposingo but reminding the hearer that there is a
qulation urging or restraining him to do
$mi2OOS:ZAI

or from doing something(Cano, Roca and

ftrtcgr 9: Nominalization

Srmta:r seems to suggest a continuum from verb to noun rather than separate word
crbgories. Accordingly, Cano, Roca and Sorri(ibid:29) point to the fact that nouns are"ireciateU 

to the noun end of that continuum. Therefore, as we nominalize subjects, sentences
more'formal' and FTAs less odangerous,:

I am snrpri sed, at your failure to reply.
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S,,Redress other wants of the hearer

Another stategy of negative politeness is offering compensation for an FTA redressinl

other wants of the hearer. In any case, the hearer may well desire to be respected by th

speaker, and be more powerful so that the latter falls into his debt(ibid.).

Stratery 10: Going on record and incuning a debt; ot as not indebting H

Ttrough this strategy, a speaker can mitigate the FTd by explicitly claiming indebtednes

to the hearer. This is manifested in expressions like(Bare5ova,2008:55):

31. I'd be eternally grateful if you would. ..

32.I'llnever be able to repay you if you...

The following section will attempt to apply the theoretical framework outlined above t,

sonre sequences ofdialogue from The Lesson.

1.3 The Analysis
The Lesson is an extraordinary play. It falls in one act and traces those dangers o

incloctrination. An eighteen year-old girl-student appea$ at the Professor's study to b

instructed for her total doctorale sxamination. The Professor gradually loses his timiditl

becoming increasingly domineering and aggressive, whereas the student grows ltloro arli

mcrre passive (Adelizzi,24A8:22) .

The Professoros transition from diffidence to dominance, and the student's decline int

passivity, is, during the course of the play, a gradual, almost imperceptibie process. The shil

in the interactive roles of the two characters is reflected by subtle changes in their linguisti

behaviour. Language is shown in the play as a form of power. It contributes to give a

indirect power to the person who masters his language well. So the theme of language as

sort of power is applied to the student in the first moments of the lesson, when sh

appears eager, lively , bright and then gradually shdnks in her position and the Professc

who was calm and timid at the beginning and gndually gains assurance and domination. Th

Professor gets his power from the fact that he is the giver, the interpreter c

meanings(A delizzi,20 0 8 :22).

To account for this, certain exhacts have been taken from key stages in the play'

development.
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Tcf,t I
hofessor: Good - morning, good morning... you. are...er.., r suppose

5ur really are...er...the new pupil?
(Ile Pupil turns round briskly-and eas.ily, very rnuch the young lady: she gets up and goes
?y* the Prafessor, holding out her hand.) 

J a-

rQit Yes, sir. Good moming, sir. you see I came at.the right time. I didn,t want
bbelate.

'ltofessor: Good. Yes, that's very good. Thank you. But you shouldn't have hurried too much,
!m know' I don't know quite how to apologize to you for having kept you waiting... I
ryiust finishing...you understand, t was just...er.., I do bes vo.," o*Oon... r hone vou

ffipgn 
rhoPeYou

I!il: Oh, but you mustn't, Sir. It,s perfectly ail right, Sir. l_r..............f r" ,,i ro \
Messor: My apologies...(pp. lS3-4) j{Il' i,- .' 1 *,," iur. rvq. 4lrologles...(pp. IUJ-rt) 

,',i:;r., 
...-,q,.r ',;,-...i i 

1By uttering I suppose you really are...er...tt e ne#,6irftrt?',.,,thSplofessor rnitigates his
qest by using hedges. In addition to the partici; ,u"', rri&3;er"rapry"wc uy trr" phrases .I
qryloset and sreally'. The use of oI suppose' makes *or* tdfiif4iu-q the assumptions in the
Mssor's request.

The pupil's use of the honoriffc 'sirt cornmunicates deference.The utterance I donrt
frr7 quite how to apologize to you for having kept you waiting... actually realizes two
-qtive politeness strategies. First, the Professor indicates deference, by explicitly humbling
I' own capacities (i.e. 'I don't know quite how...'). Secondly, he draws on the apologizing
fregy--or rather, claims his inability to apologize. He fur.ther supplements this by utilizing
rarcific substrategy of apologizing: he admits the impingement, by explicitly referring to the
lnsition caused to the addressee (i.e.'...for haviug kept you waiting). He proceeds with
tb rylogizing strategy. In the following sentences, he attempts to state the overwhelming
'w,'rs I was just finishing...you understand, I was just...er... the seriousness of the
irycition is downgraded further by the use of the hedging devioe just.

Having abandoned the give overwhelming reasons strategy, the professor then moves
rb the b,egforgiveness strategy-I do beS your pardon...This is immediately followed by a
rimion on the same strategy, which also incorporates the being pessimistic strategy in its
reof 'I hopeo: I hope you will forgive me...
Tra.t2

Professor: But if you allow me, could you perhaps tell me... paris, now, is the chief
tf,nof...er...?

(fhe Pupil searches for a mornent, then, pleased to know the answer.)
Ilra Paris is the chief town of... France?.
Hessor: It will com€ in time...take heart, Mademoiselle ... I beg your pardon...little
Face-..quietly, quietly does it...you'll see, it wiil come.... Beautiful weather we,rs

,

into

shift

a
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having...or perhaps not so...er...but afte" att wn
the main thing...er...er ...it's not raining...in fact it's not snowing, either.
Pupil: That would be rather surprising in the summer.
Professor: Forgive me, Mademoiselle, I was just going to say that...but you will leam th
one has to be prepared for anything.
Pupil: Yeso Sir. Naturally.
Professor: In this world of ours, Mademoiselle, one ctn neyer be sure of anything.
Pupil: Snow falls in the winter. Winter is one of, the four seasons. The other thr,
are...er...sp... (pp. l8+-5)

The professor uses being pessimistic strategy ivhich is manifested here by the

conditional construction if you allow me. Such'construction molli{ies the risk of the

loss of faoe. Then the interrogative could you incorporated with probability marker
perhaps encodes also polite pessimis6. Another negative politeness strategy is

apolagizing which is specifically reatized by beg forgiveness; I beg your pardon,

then the hedging devices perhaps, er and but preface are all used to minimize the

imposition. Beg forgiveraess strategy is higblighted again by the professor's utterance

forgive me. The strategy of minimizing tle imposition, which is often used to show
tact and modesty towards the hearer,is manifssted here by the use of the downgrader

iust in f was just going to say that...But preface, ufrich is a way of indicating verbal

defensiveness, is used again to avoid disagreement The professor indicates his desire

not to impose personally on the student by using the indefinite one in both one has to

be prepared for anything and one can neyer be sure of anything. Thus, the

strategy of impersonalizing the speakeris employed to reduce the imposition.

Text 3

Professor: All the Doctorates? ... You are a very courageous young lady. I really
must congratulate you most sincerely. Well, we'll ty. Mademoiselle, we'll do our
be,st for you. Besides, you are most ackirowledgeable already. And so young, too.
Professor: ... If I may be permitted, Mademoiselle; if you have no objection, I will
take thii one [chair] opposite you?
Pupil : Certainly, Sir. But of course, please do.
Professor: Thank you. Mademoiselle. [They sit down opposite each other.at the table,
turning their profile to the spectators.] There we are then! You've brought your text
books and notebooks with you? [The pupils takes them from her briefcase.]
Pupil : Yes, Sir. Of course, Siro I've got all we need.
Professor: Excellent. That's excellent, Mademoiselle. Then, if you really donrt
mind ... we could ... begin.
Pupil : Yes, Sir. I'm quite ready for you, Sir.
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Ready for me? [A gleam in the eyei quicklt aisftted, a gesture
checkedl It is I who am ready for you. Mademoiselle, I'm at your

p.  187
For mitigating the imposition, two neigative politeness strategie s, impersonalizing the
and being pessimistic, are used in this text. The impersonalizing strategy is expressed

phralizing the pronoun 'I' in: we'll do our best for you and we could. Tl6e being
strategy is conveyed by the conditional constructions: If I may be permitted, if

have no objection and if you really don't min{, The last sentence involves a hedge
is really.

n: How many units are missing between three and four?...or between four and three.
rather?

: There arenl any units, Sir, between three and four. Four comes immediately after
;there is nothing at all between three and four!
sor: I can't have made myself understood properly. Itts doubtless my own fault Itt been clear enough.
Oh, no, Sir. The fault is entircly mine.
sor: Listen. Here are three matches. And here is another one. That makes four. Now,
carefully.. .(f,.192)

The Professor initiates the exchange by asking a question mitigating its force by the
of the conditional construction if you'd rather, hence being pessimistic strategy, in

to the use of hedging devices; the modal verb would and the downgrader rather.
hofessor continues his speech with a display of deference: "I can't have made myself

properly. Itts doubtless my own fault. I haven't been clear enough". Here, the
indicates deference by explicitly humbling himself and his capacities. However, the

immediately counters this with a similar display: Oh, no, Sir, the fault is entirely

C-onclusions

The purpose of negative politeness strategies is to defend the negative face of hearer

Tcalr€r. By adopting negative politeness, the speaker tries to convince the addressee that
her has the freedom to act how he chooses without the risk of losing his face. Ionesco's

display of negative politeness stategies is evident. The strategies used in The

,ord€r€d respectively in terms of their occurrence, are hedges, apologiztng, giving
being pessimistic and impersonalizing speaker and hearer. Most of them can be

of Al-Qadisiya University
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considered as an attempt made by the professor to convince his pupil that she is free from tl

imposition
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